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INTRODUCTION

Digital Video Broadcasting for Terrestrial (DVB-T) stan-
dard for digital terrestrial television, numerous coordinated
research efforts on digital broadcast technology resulted in
the recent standardization of Digital Video Broadcasting for

its core, DVB-H is based on DVB-T but it is more oriented

This article attempts a brief though thorough overview of
the new technology, its technical aspects, and its new ap-

BACKGROUND

was accepted worldwide as baseband format for digital

world tooptimize thephysical layer for terrestrialdigital tele-

a transmission system designed and optimized for terrestrial

for stationary use, DVB-T also presented an outstanding

Digital Video Broadcast-
ing (DVB); Transmission System for Handheld terminals 
(DVB-H),

and includingbettermobilityandhandover support, adaptive

strongcompetitorofDVB-HisTerrestrialDigitalMultimedia

-
nology developed by Qualcomm, which is gaining ground

the physical and link layers, along with the service infor-

substantially of a DVB-T chain, including all the enhance-

a broadcast platform has no native support for interactivity,

be employed complementarily to enable for fully interactive

DVB-H, as explained in the next section, are implemented
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In order to use the link-layer features of DVB-H, it is
assumed that the useful payload to be conveyed consists of

however feasible (although not recommended), that DVB-H

DVB-H TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS
AND APPLICATION PERSPECTIVES

The new features of DVB-H were introduced taking into
consideration three principal issues in mobile use: (1)
handover/mobility, (2) varying signal reception conditions,

summarized as follows:

DVB-H innovations at physical layer (extensions to DVB-T)
• 4K FFT Mode: Native DVB-T operates at two modes

a longer symbol period, having a very good perfor-

unsuitable for fast-moving receivers, since it is very
vulnerable to Doppler shift, having relatively small

carriers) provides improved Doppler performance

combining good mobile reception with acceptable

• Additional TPS Signalling:

additional DVB-H related information to enhance and
-

• In-depth Symbol Interleaver: The DVB-T symbol
interleaver requires a certain buffer size both in the

falls to ½ and ¼ respectively, since the size of the

unused buffer by increasing the interleaving depth by

DVB-H innovations at link layer 
• Time Slicing: 

importance in terrestrial DVB reception, where the
receiver/demodulator/demultiplexing/decapsulation

-

Figure 1. Block diagram of a DVB-H system
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